I N F O R M AT I O N S E C U R I T Y

IDENTITY & ACCESS MANAGEMENT (IAM)
These days, entering a physical facility should be just as secure as logging onto an
enterprise network or a cloud-based application. Security professionals often find
themselves hard-pressed to secure both physical and logical assets (as well as comply
with stringent government mandates) due to a variety of factors, including cost,
complexity, organizational “silos”, and a plethora of physical and logical access control
and identity management systems. However, organizations must maintain constant
vigilance against threats that span both logical and physical assets, driving the need
for a comprehensive Identity and Access Management (IAM) strategy and robust
operational framework.
Intekras IAM Services ensure a client’s specific requirements and goals are viewed
within an overall context of risk. We are able to design, implement, and operate
an IAM solution that addresses both Physical and Logical Access Control Systems
(PACS and LACS) and enables an enterprise-wide environment of trust, security,
integrity, privacy, and availability. By providing this solution as a service, we allow
customers to maintain a robust security posture, while reducing cost and risk, making
it an enormously attractive alternative to conventional, in-house approaches. When
properly deployed, a fully integrated IAM system will reduce administrative costs,
improve monitoring and auditability, streamline user provisioning processes, and
enforce a higher level of security.

“...we allow customers to maintain a robust security posture,
while reducing cost and risk, making it an enormously
attractive alternative to conventional in-house approaches.”
Through its IAM Services, which includes a comprehensive portfolio of identity
management products through partnerships with leading PACS and LACS hardware
and software providers, Intekras can provide operational solutions that integrate Logical
IAM with Physical IAM. We support card registration, card management, revocation
inquiry, cardholder access, and digital certificate validation, and can implement
card production as well as ID Management System (IDMS) and Card Management
System (CMS) functionality. From applicant registration through badging, Intekras
maintains secure, compliant FIPS 201 approved credentialing, while also providing
24/7 monitoring and management of the IAM solution and various other end-to-end
implementation and support services.
In summary, the Intekras IAM Services offering is a holistic approach to the creation
and practical usage of credentials to ensure the security of people, facilities and assets.
Our suite of solutions enables the creation of a system and infrastructure to establish
personal identity, manage credential issuance and usage, and provide for integrated
access to facilities and information assets.
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